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::BEGIN TRANSCRIPTION OF RECOVERED FILES::

[[RECORDING CUT IN]]
[[A LIFT DOOR CLOSES]]
[[THE LIFT BEGINS ACCENT]]]

Cordelia Veil: What floor?

Rachel Bronte: Uh...One-fifty-two.

CV.: There’s a hundred and fifty-two floors in this building?!

RB.: (laughs) There’s a hundred and seventy-five. The Governor 
and his team have the whole hundred and fifty-second floor.

CV: This is madness.

RB: This isn’t even the tallest building in The Collective. You 
should see the Core World.

CV: Meanwhile, people on Coracas are starving... how nice.

R.B.: It’s just so Collective.

[[THE LIFT COMES TO A HALT]]

GeoFFRy: Seventy-Fifth floor.

[[THE LIFT DOORS OPEN]]
[[MILES FINLAY ENTERS THE LIFT]]

Miles Finlay: Oh, um, already heading up to one fifty-two?

R.B.: Yup. We’re headed to see the Governor.

M.F..: Very good.

C.V.: You?

M.F.: Yeah, same.

R.B.: What do you do?

M.F.: Oh, you know... stuff.

R.B.: Right.
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[[MILES SIGHS]]
[[THE LIFT COMES TO A HALF]]
[[DOORS OPEN]]

GeoFFRy: One hundred and seventy-second floor.

[[CORDELIA, MILES AND RACHEL WALK THROUGH CROWDED 
AREA TO QUIET CORNOER]]

Lex DeLion: (On a Communication Speaking In Vonveuxian) Yes sir, 
I understand you very well. No I’m not a child, sir… um… but it 
won’t be possible for you to see the Governor today.

M.F.:: Hi Lex.

L.D.: Bonjour Miles, go on in.

M.F.: Cheers.

[[MILES FLICKS A SWITCH AND A DOOR OPENS]]
[[MILES ENTERS]]
[[THE DOOR CLOSES BEHIND HIM]]

L.D.: I understand, sir. I understand you are incredibly 
important but the Governor is busy today. I’m going to pass you 
to my colleague, alright? Hello? Sir? Non?

[[THE COMMUNICATION IS CLOSED]]

L.D.: Can I help you?

[[A DOOR OPENS IN THE BACKGROUND OF RECORDING]]

C.V.: Oh, we’re here to see the Governor. Cordelia Veil and 
Rachel Bronte.

Governor Kateb: Bronte! Good to see you. Come in!

[[GOVERNOR KATEB WALKS TO JOIN THE TWO]]

R.B.: Good to see you, Governor. 

G.K.: How’s your mother doing these days?

R.B.: She’s well, thank you.
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G.K.: Still giving The Ministers a good kicking over at The 
Mariner?

R.B.: No, she’s ah– she’s retired actually. She’s writing a 
novel.

G.K.: No doubt about how our government is run by psychopaths 
given authority.

R.B.: (sighs) Something like that.

[[CORDELIA LAUGHS]]

G.K.: And who’s your partner? Governor Kateb, it’s a pleasure.

[[GOVERNOR KATEB SHAKES HANDS WITH CORDELIA]]

C.V.: Cordelia Veil.

G.K.: Wonderful callsign, you chose it well.

C.V.: Thank you.

G.K.: Come step into my office. I’ll take them through.

L.D.: Of course, sir.

[[THE SWITCH IS FLICKED AND CORDELIA, RACHEL AND THE 
GOVERNOR ENTER THE OFFICE]]

G.K.: You should have spoken with my assistant, Miles to arrange 
this?

M.F.: Hello again.

C.V.: So that’s who you are.

M.F.: Yes, I think we spoke when organising this.

C.V.: I have a hard time telling natural-borns apart.

[[SILENCE IN THE WAKE OF THE JOKE]]

C.V.: Sorry... that was meant to be a joke.

G.K.: (Laughing) Well, all you can do is try… Well, I think we’d 
better talk.
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R.B.: Yes, the interview.

G.K.: Yes, we will, but first I’d like to talk to you about 
something.

R.B.: What’s that?

M.F.: A few people in our circles have discussed your sit down 
with Vasquez.

C.V.: What about it?

G.K.: That it didn’t go well. He walked out.

R.B: (sighing) Yes, he did.

G.K.: Well, people in certain circles are worried that you’re 
digging around for something.

R.B.: I mean we’re not–

G.K.: Now, that’s none of my business. Some of us still believe 
that our news should be free. But there certainly are some who 
want to see a stop put to your work.

C.V.: What should we do?

M.F.: You’re not willing to drop it?

R.B.: No.

M.F.: Even if it means that you could find yourselves on the 
wrong side of The Council of Ministers?

C.V.: Yes. I don’t care what it takes.

G.K.: Good... very good. That’s what we want to hear... I think 
it’s time for me to step out.

R.B.: But, sir... the interview.

M.F.: Oh, we’ll send you some fluffy answers to some fluffy question 
and have done with it. But right now the Governor shouldn’t be 
in this room.

[[THE GOVERNOR MAKES HIS WAY TO THE DOOR]]

G.K.: It was a pleasure to meet you Cordelia Veil, and I’m happy 
to have seen you again, Rachel. Good luck.
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C.V.: Thanks.

[[THE DOOR OPENS]]
[[THE GOVERNOR WALKS OUT]]

Lex Delion: (heard from outside the room) (in Vonveuxian) Sir, I 
can assure you that we work very hard on our security.

R.B.: So what’s this about?

M.F.: We know The Alliance has been sniffing about this issue. 
All respect to them, we would prefer that they didn’t get ahold 
of it. It would just intensify this propaganda war that we 
already have.

C.V.: And you want us to... what? Be your mouthpieces?

M.F.: No, we just have some information that we trust you can 
use to the best of your ability.

R.B.: What kind of information?

M.F.: We have a redacted transcript from the crisis management 
meetings right in the middle of the fallout. They would give you 
an idea of where to ask your questions next.

C.V.: What’s the catch?

M.F.: They cannot be used in whatever report or article comes 
out in the wake of this

R.B.: That’s ridiculous. We have to show the evidence to back up 
the accusation.

M.F.: That’s just it; you can’t use these to make any 
accusations. It’s just to point you in a direction. If you 
implicate this office, we will deny it. We can’t risk the 
Governor’s reputation. We have our own people to worry about. 

C.V.: Fine, we can do that. 

R.B.: No, we can’t!

C.V.: It’s the best lead we have.

[[RACHEL PAUSES AND SIGHS]]
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R.B.: Alright.

M.F.: Good. I’ll send you the documents. But first, I’ll need to 
show you the door. Make a show of being tossed out. Not everyone 
in this system is friendly to your cause

R.B.: Right, let’s get it over with.

[[THE RECORDING ENDS]]

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

[[RECORDING COMES ON]]
[[COMMUNICATOR RINGING]]
[[CORDELIA MOVED TOWARDS THE COMMUNICATOR]]
[[BEDSHEETS RUSTLING]]

Rachel Bronte.: (groaning) Come back to bed.

Cordelia Veil: I just need to take this. 

R.B.: Who is it?

C.V.: I’m not sure.

[[CORDELIA WALKS THROUGH TO ANOTHER ROOM]]
[[THE DOOR CLOSES BEHIND HER]]
[[THE COMMUNICATION OPENS]]

C.V.: Hello?

Diana Warner.: Evening, Cordelia.

C.V.: Warner?

D.W.: That’s right. So... do you want these samples?

C.V.: First, I need to know who you work for. 

D.W.: We don’t know each other like that, Veil. Sorry. You want 
the samples or not?

C.V.: No, I need to know. Who do you work for?

[[THE COMMUNICATION CLOSES]]
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C.V.: Ugh Damnit!

[[CORDELIA LAUNCHES A SCAN ON HER COMMUNICATOR]]
[[RECORDING ENDS]]

::END TRANSCRIPTION OF RECOVERED FILES::


